“Scandinavia has a long boating history, which first
started with the Vikings. The cold climate and rough
waters demanded high quality hulls and materials.
The boats where very robust and seaworthy and even
hold for travelling over the Atlantic Ocean.

Centuries later, the first leisure boats were made in the
20th century. With industrialisation came vacationing,
and boating became a way of enjoying free time and
getting away from everyday life as well as to socialise
with family and friends. In Sweden, boat designers such
as C G Pettersson, Ruben Östlund, Einar Runius, the
Forslund brothers, etc. became synonymous with boat
design and new practical solutions for life onboard. One
of the most popular and loved Scandinavian leisure
boats of all time is the classic Storebro Solö Ruff (19541964), which was designed by Einar Runius.

The Swedish retro designer Bo Zolland and the world
wide well-reputed yacht designer Håkan Södergren
The name Golden-Cut Yachts comes from the English
”Golden Cut” or ”Golden Ratio”.

together preserve this great heritage in Golden-Cut

A golden cut is about harmony in the dimensions and pro-

Yachts. Christian Runius, a relative to Einar Runius

portions which the viewer perceives as beautiful and tasteful.

designed the contemporary details like the handmade

The phenomenon was known by Pythagoras and the ancient

lanterns and bollards etc.

Greeks in what was also called ”The divine proportion”. It
It is found in ancient architecture as well as in nature, such
as in sunflowers and seashells. Behind the phenomena is
a mathematical formula, and this formula was the basis for
the design of the Golden-Cut 28 and can be observed in a
variety of places throughout the boat.

Golden-Cut boats possess genuine characteristics, from the ”old
school” designers and their
touch for beauty and detail
without compromising on
modern technology and
comfort.”

Richard Granberg, CEO/Founder
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ca. 2 400 kg
0,8 m (2’7”)

Volvo-Penta D3-190 DPS 190 hp
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L 8,50 m/28 feet, W 2,75 m, D 0,8 m
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or only fibreglass.
Volvo-Penta
D3-200
200 hp
Volvo-Penta
D3-DPS 220 hp
Deck in Teak and mahogany.
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28 litre (7,3 gallon US) septic tank)

Traditional
built wooden
65 litreclinker
(17,1 gallon
US) fresh water tank
200
litre
(52,8
gallon
fuel
tank
timber construction
with US)
GRP
hull
in
GRP hull and wooden deck.
Fully
equipped
with
highest
quality
materials, interior in mahogany.
the bottom and in the stern.
4-5 beds, galley (two plates stove, refrigerator, sink etc), closed WC

Deck/Interior
CE Class
Design & Construction

GPS, and
stereo
etc. Mahogany, interior in Mahogany with
Deckcompartment,
in massive Teak
Sapeli
DNV
(Det
norske
Veritas)
category
C, 6 persons
streaks of Maple. All of the wood is Eco-Certified.
Håkan Södergren, Bo Zolland, Richard Granberg

Varnish

21 layers of 2-component varnish on exposed areas, satin finish varnish In the cabin etc, and the Teak is untreated as standard.

Tanks

200 litre diesel, 65 litre fresh water, 28 litre black water

CE Certification

DNV (Det Norske Veritas) category C, 6 people

Design/construction

Håkan Södergren, Bo Zolland, Richard Granberg

Wood and plastic in perfect harmony

Most people want to enjoy a hand built wooden boat,
but due to cost and maintenance, many people end up
with a fibre glass boat and very little wood.
This has all been changed by the award winning
Golden-Cut innovation combining fibreglass in the bottom
and clinker built wood.
Combined with modern varnishing technologies that
make maintenance comparable to a fibreglass boat.
Through this innovation, the wooden boat dream is
no longer just a dream.

The W-model was inspired by the1950s and has, e.g. contemporary
doors with mirror frames. It has a *GRP hull under the waterline, which
transcends into the traditional clinker built construction with planking in
18 mm Sapeli mahogany and timbers every 36 cm.

The G-model was inspired by the 1960s and has, e.g. contemporary
uniformed flat doors and a larger engine. It has a full *GRP hull with wooden
deck and interior and can be ordered in the colour of your choice.
As standard, a special Golden-Cut mixed cream colour is used.
*GRP, Glass Reinforced Plastic, hand applied, plastic resin used is Vinylester

”Great design is the essence of science and

and spirit”

/Richard Granberg
CEO/Founder Golden-Cut Yachts

When passion decides, details matters

Handcrafted
classics never goes out of style

For people with passion for
modern comfort in classic style

Selected Supplier
A “Golden-Cut Selected Supplier” ensures the quality that a Golden-Cut owner
can expect. Every supplier and their contribution has been carefully evaluated in
terms of quality, safety, and design, regardless of whether it is visible or hidden
from the naked eye.

Therefore, we are very open with whom we work with, e.g. Volvo-Penta for
engines and trim systems, Retronic for electrical components and cables,
Storebro Tapetseri for textiles, Garmin for navigation, International and Epifanes
for varnish, Isotherm for cold/hot appliances, Webergs/CNC Plåt for stainless
steel, and Hella Marine for lightning and Tärnsjö Garveri for leather.

The overall quality is never
better than the individual parts
that are used.

Golden-Cut Yachts AB
Södra Varvsgatan 27
SE-593 50 Västervik, Sweden
www.golden-cut.se

effect vimmerby

Golden-Cut Yachts is a member of the regional yacht manufacturer
association VYBS, Västervik Yacht Builders Society. The association
cooperates in various fields and works towards a higher awareness of
Scandinavian boat heritage. Other members include, e.g., Storebro,
Windy Scandinavia, and Marström Composites.

